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An army of monsters walks among us, hidden in plain sight. They’re fast. They’re strong. They’re unrelenting. And they only want one thing: the gas station at the edge of town. Coming as a surprise to absolutely no one, Jack—night-shift clerk and local crazy person—has found himself neck-deep in the middle of yet another world-ending terror. And this time around, nobody can be trusted. Not that tough-as-nails cop
who probably knows a lot more than she’s letting on. Not the adorkable new employee who might be something far less innocent than she appears. Not even Jack’s best friend/emotional support human, whose mysterious past seems to have finally caught up with him. In this latest installment of the Gas Station saga, Jack’s world will change forever. Questions will be answered, and answers will be questioned. Friends
become enemies. Strangers become enemies. Frenemies become enemies. (You know what? Jack is going to have a lot of new enemies.) Prepare yourself. Things are about to get weird.
Text and illustrations present the physical characteristics, habits, and changing natural environment of the various kinds of dinosaurs that roamed the earth more than sixty-five million years ago.
"Do you ever feel as stubborn as a mule? Or as chicken as a chicken? Of course you do. [This book examines] the normal, natural feelings we all have"-Walt investigates the death elderly Cheyenne Danny Lone Elk and runs into problems on site of a dinosaur fossil discovery—from the New York Times bestselling author of Land of Wolves When Jen, the largest, most complete Tyrannosaurus rex skeleton ever found surfaces in Sherriff Walt Longmire’s jurisdiction, it appears to be a windfall for the High Plains Dinosaur Museum—until Danny Lone Elk, the Cheyenne
rancher on whose property the remains were discovered, turns up dead, floating face down in a turtle pond. With millions of dollars at stake, a number of groups step forward to claim her, including Danny’s family, the tribe, and the federal government. As Wyoming’s Acting Deputy Attorney and a cadre of FBI officers descend on the town, Walt is determined to find out who would benefit from Danny’s death, enlisting
old friends Lucian Connolly and Omar Rhoades, along with Dog and best friend Henry Standing Bear, to trawl the vast Lone Elk ranch looking for answers to a sixty-five-million-year-old cold case that’s heating up fast.
Hawke's Fury
Jumbo Dinosaur Coloring Book
Chica and Me, and a Girl Named Angel
Wild Feelings
Camp Rex
Tyrannosaurus Rex Vs. Velociraptor
A read-aloud gem about teamwork and togetherness from New York Times bestselling author Adam Rex! If you could have any superpower, what would it be? Well, what if the answer was: ALL OF THEM! When a bird narrowly escapes the clutches of a hungry cat, a nearby crab admires the bird's ability to fly, while the bird admits a longtime yearning for claws. And, just like that, they team up. Pretty soon, the team includes every animal in the forest who's ever wanted
someone else's special trait. But how will these animals stop humans from destroying the forest for a megamall? It's going to take claws, wings, and Congress together to be truly Unstoppable! Laura Park's bright, comic illustrations pair with bestselling author Adam Rex's laugh-out-loud text in this hilarious and insightful picture book about celebrating the ways you're unique, and using all your resourcefulness—and just a smidge of politics—to save the day. • Unstoppable!
provides a timely lesson on the glories of diversity and the power of working together. • Perfect read-aloud book for children interested in animals, the environment, and political action For fans of Nothing Rhymes with Orange, Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth, The Wolf the Duck and The Mouse, and Penguin Problems. • Books for kids ages 3–5 • Read-aloud picture books • Picture books about Congress and government Adam Rex is an author, illustrator,
and author-illustrator known for his books including The Dirty Cowboy, School's First Day of School, and The True Meaning of Smekday, which was adapted into the DreamWorks film Home in 2014. He lives in Tucson, Arizona. Laura Park is a cartoonist, illustrator, and enthusiastic baker from Chicago currently living in France.
Follow The Colour Monster on a brand new adventure, as he navigates his way through his first day at school! Anna Llenas's popular Colour Monster is back, and this time he's heading off to school! But what exactly is school? A spooky castle filled with terrifying animals? A place in the sky, amongst the rainbows and clouds? From music lessons, to lunchtime, to making new friends, the Colour Monster's first day of school is filled with exciting new adventures.
ON SALE $14.93 JUST $7.99 for a limited time! Anger Management Coloring + Story Book Often times, our little ones struggle with big feelings like anger that result in temper tantrums and outbursts. It is up to us to help our kids learn how to manage their anger in a positive and healthy way. The Angry TRex is a fun and interactive storybook. It is the perect tool for children who struggle with anger, stress or anxiety. Your little one will be able to realte with Tyro the trex and learn how to deal with anger. This essential coloring story activity book will teach your child how to recognize anger and become both calm and happy. What's Inside: Large 8.5 x 11 in pages that are easy to read 3 Coloring test pages Stress relieving coloring sheets on every other page Helping your child conquer anger has never been so fun and easy! TAGS: anger management for kids,self help books for teens,kids self help books,color me happy,anxiety in
children,temper tantrum book,tantrum books for kids,stress relief coloring, books for kids,release anger coloring book for kids
You never know what will happen when a "T. Rex" crashes your birthday party. Sure, you'll be super excited when he turns up. But then he ll stomp. He ll ROAR. He ll wonder how you taste with a little mustard. In the end, though, you may find yourself asking him to come back next year! This delightfully whimsical picture book has a fun twist kids will love."
The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet
LEGO® Minifigure A Visual History New Edition
The Advocate
The Colour Monster Goes to School
Dry Bones
Dinosaur Jokes

"Wherever this little boy goes, his worry monster follows. Can he learn how to leave his monster behind?" -- Cover.
Amish country in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, has always been a place of quiet beauty—until a shocking murder shatters the peace, and leaves a troubled detective picking up the pieces… After her husband is murdered, Detective Elizabeth Harris turns in her NYPD badge and moves back home, hoping that a quiet life in remote
Pennsylvania Dutch country will help her overcome the dark memories of her ten years in New York. But when a beautiful, scantily clad “English” girl is found dead in the barn of a prominent Amish family, Elizabeth knows that she’s uncovered an evil that could shake the community to its core. Elizabeth’s boss is convinced this was the work
of an “English,” as outsiders are called in Lancaster County. But Elizabeth isn’t so sure. All she’s missing is an actual lead—until another body is found: this time, a missing Amish girl. Now Elizabeth must track down a killer with deep ties to a community that always protects its own—no matter how deadly the cost…
Maya Angelou's brave, defiant poem celebrates the courage within each of us, young and old. From the scary thought of panthers in the park to the unsettling scene of a new classroom, fearsome images are summoned and dispelled by the power of faith in ourselves. Angelou's strong verse is matched by the daring vision of artist Jean-Michel
Basquiat, whose childlike style reveals the powerful emotions and fanciful imaginings of youth. Together, Angelou's words and Basquiat's paintings create a place where every child--indeed every person--may experience his or her own fearlessness.
ON SALE $14.93 JUST $7.99 for a limited time! Anger Management Workbook | Coloring Book Often times, our little angels struggle with big feelings like anger that result in temper tantrums and outbursts. It is up to us to help our kids learn how to manage their anger in a positive and healthy way. The Angry TRex is a fun and interactive
workbook filled with helpful advice, humor, rhymes, activities, adorable illustrations and more. This essential coloring activity book will teach your child how to recognize anger and become both calm and happy. What's Inside: Over 70 calming coloring pages Large 8.5 x 11 inch pages Activities to overcome anger and bad feelings Strategies to
keep calm and get happy And much more! Helping your child conquer anger has never been so fun and easy! TAGS: anger management for kids,self help books for teens,kids self help books,color me happy,anxiety in children,temper tantrum book,stress relief coloring books for kids
A New History of a Lost World
Power Against Speed
The Angry TRex: an Anger Management Coloring Story Book for Kids
The Sainsbury's Book of Dinosaurs
Scaly Spotted Feathered Frilled
If a T. Rex Crashes Your Birthday Party
A cold and ruthless Mafia Kingpin, "kill or be killed" is what Louis lives by... Until he meets Sarina: a sexy, mysterious woman who turns his life upside down. Follow Louis's journey as he transitions from a young, teenage boy into a mob boss, as he is influenced by his
crime lord stepfather Steve Sawyers. Watch Louis as he is thrown into a dark and dangerous world of drug smuggling, gun trafficking, money laundering, fraud, sex, psychopaths and murderers... There aren't any friends on these streets.
65 Million years ago, Dinosaurs walked the Earth . . .People think that a meteor or some super volcano wiped them all out, or that aliens saved them like a holy arc coming from the sky. Some think that they had their time and were selected for extinction. The thing is,
fossils only show those that died. . . Dinosaurs still walk among us, hidden in human form, bidding their time until they're able to reveal who they are. Humans are always placed at the top of the food chain. Nothing could be further from the truth. . .The next matriarch
has been chosen. . .Sage has never wanted anything other than the freedom to live her own life, but when she is chosen as the next Matriarch of her people, everything changes. Sent on a journey to pass the tests of her ancestors, Sage must find her place in this world even
though she doesn't know if she believes in the very spirits who chose her for the position. As if her life isn't complicated enough, she finds herself on the run with a pack of raptor shifters. Sage's newfound allies are dangerous predators but the attraction she feels to
them is undeniable. With a new threat to the peninsula, Sage has her work cut out for her. No one said being the Matriarch would be easy. Can she make it back to her people with her body--and her heart--intact? Can she stop the traders who threaten her very way of life?
With Kishil, Talon, and Elu at her side, maybe she can . . . *This is a reverse harem #whychoose romance set in the dinoverse. Due to steamy dinoshifters this story is not suitable for anyone under 18. *M/M content *The heroine has multiple love interests and does not have
to choose.
LONGLISTED FOR THE BAILEY'S WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 'A quietly profound, humane tour de force' Guardian The beloved debut novel that will restore your faith in humanity #SmallAngryPlanet When Rosemary Harper joins the crew of the Wayfarer, she isn't expecting much. The
ship, which has seen better days, offers her everything she could possibly want: a small, quiet spot to call home for a while, adventure in far-off corners of the galaxy, and distance from her troubled past. But Rosemary gets more than she bargained for with the Wayfarer.
The crew is a mishmash of species and personalities, from Sissix, the friendly reptillian pilot, to Kizzy and Jenks, the constantly sparring engineers who keep the ship running. Life on board is chaotic, but more or less peaceful - exactly what Rosemary wants. Until the
crew are offered the job of a lifetime: the chance to build a hyperspace tunnel to a distant planet. They'll earn enough money to live comfortably for years... if they survive the long trip through war-torn interstellar space without endangering any of the fragile
alliances that keep the galaxy peaceful. But Rosemary isn't the only person on board with secrets to hide, and the crew will soon discover that space may be vast, but spaceships are very small indeed. PRAISE FOR THE WAYFARERS 'Never less than deeply involving' DAILY MAIL
'Explores the quieter side of sci-fi while still wowing us with daring leaps of imagination' iBOOKS 'So much fun to read' HEAT 'Chambers is simply an exceptional talent, quietly and beautifully redefining the space opera' TOR.COM 'The most fun that I've had with a novel in
a long, long time' iO9
ACME junior detectives Maya and Ben travel through time to catch the elusive thief Carmen Sandiego, suspected of stealing a Tyrannosaurus rex egg from the Cretaceous Period.
Life Doesn't Frighten Me (25th Anniversary Edition)
My Monster and Me
Ranger Rick's Dinosaur Book
Wayfarers 1
Perfect book to tackle school nerves
Angry Dragon
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When geologist Emily Hansen becomes a suspect in the brutal murder of a colleague, she investigates the killing in an effort to clear her own name.
"THE ULTIMATE DINOSAUR BIOGRAPHY," hails Scientific American: A thrilling new history of the age of dinosaurs, from one of our finest young scientists. "A masterpiece of science writing." —Washington Post A New York Times Bestseller • Goodreads Choice Awards Winner • A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR: Smithsonian, Science
Friday, The Times (London), Popular Mechanics, Science News "This is scientific storytelling at its most visceral, striding with the beasts through their Triassic dawn, Jurassic dominance, and abrupt demise in the Cretaceous." —Nature The dinosaurs. Sixty-six million years ago, the Earth’s most fearsome creatures
vanished. Today they remain one of our planet’s great mysteries. Now The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs reveals their extraordinary, 200-million-year-long story as never before. In this captivating narrative (enlivened with more than seventy original illustrations and photographs), Steve Brusatte, a young American
paleontologist who has emerged as one of the foremost stars of the field—naming fifteen new species and leading groundbreaking scientific studies and fieldwork—masterfully tells the complete, surprising, and new history of the dinosaurs, drawing on cutting-edge science to dramatically bring to life their lost world
and illuminate their enigmatic origins, spectacular flourishing, astonishing diversity, cataclysmic extinction, and startling living legacy. Captivating and revelatory, The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs is a book for the ages. Brusatte traces the evolution of dinosaurs from their inauspicious start as small shadow
dwellers—themselves the beneficiaries of a mass extinction caused by volcanic eruptions at the beginning of the Triassic period—into the dominant array of species every wide-eyed child memorizes today, T. rex, Triceratops, Brontosaurus, and more. This gifted scientist and writer re-creates the dinosaurs’ peak during
the Jurassic and Cretaceous, when thousands of species thrived, and winged and feathered dinosaurs, the prehistoric ancestors of modern birds, emerged. The story continues to the end of the Cretaceous period, when a giant asteroid or comet struck the planet and nearly every dinosaur species (but not all) died out, in
the most extraordinary extinction event in earth’s history, one full of lessons for today as we confront a “sixth extinction.” Brusatte also recalls compelling stories from his globe-trotting expeditions during one of the most exciting eras in dinosaur research—which he calls “a new golden age of discovery”—and
offers thrilling accounts of some of the remarkable findings he and his colleagues have made, including primitive human-sized tyrannosaurs; monstrous carnivores even larger than T. rex; and paradigm-shifting feathered raptors from China. An electrifying scientific history that unearths the dinosaurs’ epic saga, The
Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs will be a definitive and treasured account for decades to come. Includes 75 images, world maps of the prehistoric earth, and a dinosaur family tree.
Through illustrated full-color images, unravels the mystery of how we bring to life creatures that no one has ever seen before.
Stories About Friendship
A Sound of Thunder
Where's Your Mommy, T-Rex?
T. Rex's Mighty Roar
Bone Hunter
The Day the Crayons Quit

“Humans say the eyes mirror the soul. I think most of my kind would agree. Our unique natural abilities enable us to sense what is true in humans when we look deep into their eyes. Almost instantly we see what lives in their souls. We smell it. Either fear and darkness, or courage and light.
But humans also say, ‘Never look a dog in the eye.’ Do you know why? Because you will see yourself. What you feel. Your fears. And who you truly are. We saw darkness in T-Rex’s eyes, and when he looked into our eyes, he saw his own reflection. Darkness and death. Because over the centuriesmeasured in human years, not our years- that was what his kind had bred in us. The dark seed of their own souls. And a willingness to kill…We heard his car and the three that followed, each bringing death. T-Rex was moving fast, anxious to return to Hell. And he had a new killer with him. One
of our kind. But special. Very special. And as T-Rex arrived in Hell, followed by the three cars, the smell of dust, dirt, gasoline, and death filling our nostrils, I, for one, sensed his new killer was young. Very young. I smelled his innocence. His rotting, dying innocence. He was no trained
killer…yet. But he soon would be. And with a soul nearly as dark as his master’s. I had no choice. I had to escape…” Alejandro’s journey to Paradise City - to both its darkest and most mystical places - will soon begin. And once there, he will encounter all that is good and all that is evil in
his search for human love. But the beast, the man known as T-Rex, will also be searching for him.
On a dark cold night, when wind whips the trees A hero will fall, and lose in the fight Danger will then close in Darkness will seem to prevail and win And when all hope is lost When the hero fought and paid the cost Twelve full moons from tonight, on the planet from which they came Two will
ride as one and win the fight One side will fall and the other lives It is up to the two to see what side gives. This prophecy swirls over the heads of Violet, Skye, Vicky, and Marilyn in The Triangular Universe, tangling them in its various possible meanings. As they travel through the lands
of NarSchophia, Orpha, and Zarph, meeting exotic creatures they never dreamed existed, they know it is looming ever closer: the battle of which the prophecy speaks, and inevitably, the loss of a life. Triumph is around the corner, but for which side?
What could be more fun than a camping trip with a good friend? When that friend is T. Rex! It’s important to set a few wilderness safety guidelines first. . . like making sure he stays on the trail. And does not disturb the local wildlife. And knows how to build a safe campfire. But sometimes
dinosaurs have a different way of doing things, and that’s why it’s best to be prepared . . . for anything! Following in the extremely large and funny footsteps of Tea Rex, Camp Rex is for anyone who loves to roast a marshmallow or two around the campfire . . . or the whole bag at once!
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When Duncan arrives at school one morning, he finds a stack of letters, one from each of his crayons, complaining about how he uses them. Kids can imagine their own conversations with crayons with this picture book by Daywalt and "New York Times"-bestselling illustrator Jeffers. Full color.
The Happy Book
Dances with Raptors
Big Dinosaur Coloring Book with 101 Unique Illustrations Including T-Rex, Velociraptor, Triceratops, Stegosaurus, and More
How Do We Know What Dinosaurs Really Looked Like?
A Novel
"Describes the features of Tyrannosaurus rex and Velociraptor, and how they may have battled each other in prehistoric times"--Provided by publisher.
From the creator of ARCHIE THE DAREDEVIL PENGUIN comes the unique story of two friends who can't escape all the feels. Camper is happy as a clam and Clam is a happy camper. When you live in The Happy Book, the world is full of daisies and sunshine and friendship cakes . . . until your best friend eats the whole cake
and doesn't save you one bite. Moving from happiness to sadness and everything in between, Camper and Clam have a hard time finding their way back to happy. But maybe happy isn't the goal--being a good friend is about supporting each other and feeling all the feels together. At once funny and thoughtful, The Happy
Book supports social-emotional learning. It's a book to keep young readers company no matter how they're feeling!
The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine. Established in 1967, it is the oldest continuing LGBT publication in the United States.
COLORING BOOK COMBINE WITH POSTER COLLECTION (FULL COLOR PHOTO BOOK): 20 pages for coloring + 20 removable postersContent included:1/ Childhood Memories Be Yourself Cartoons2/ Childhood Memories Forever Is A Long Time Cartoons3/ Childhood Memories I Mixed People With Everything That I Could Find In The Fantasy4/
Childhood Memories I Mixed People With Everything That I Could Find In The Fantasy5/ Childhood Memories I Mixed People With Everything That I Could Find In The Fantasy6/ Childhood Memories Jake Would Always Imagine A Creature Running Alongside Cartoons7/ Childhood Memories Ask Any Child What They Want To Be When
They Grow Up A Cartoons8/ Childhood Memories "fireflies To Me Are Nighttime Butterflies Dazzli Cartoons9/ Childhood Memories You Should Stop Searching The World For Treasures Of Go Cartoons10/ Childhood Memories Where Are My Generation's Kids At Cartoons11/ Childhood Memories Suddenly The Monster Taps Me On My
Shoulder What Do I Cartoons12/ Childhood Memories As Billy Bids Farewell To His Trusted Mount A Ladybug Fantasy13/ Childhood Memories Be Yourself Cartoons14/ Childhood Memories Fascinating Metal Designed With Love Cartoons15/ Childhood Memories Be Yourself Cartoons16/ Childhood Memories Forever Is A Long Time
Cartoons17/ Childhood Memories I Mixed People With Everything That I Could Find In The Fantasy18/ Childhood Memories I Mixed People With Everything That I Could Find In The Fantasy19/ Childhood Memories I Mixed People With Everything That I Could Find In The Fantasy20/ Childhood Memories Jake Would Always Imagine A
Creature Running Alongside CartoonsTAGs: kim seokjin namjoon monster jungkook jeon suga min yoongi jimin park taehyung j hope jhope hoseok reading sofa glasses book books fantasy awesome magically movies hair color horn funny character mascot tail cowboy animal cow panda cloud fly star stars wonder feminist was
better yoga pants dinosaur dinosaurs dino dinos your self prehistoric fun kids childrens t rex tyrannosaurus palaeontology jurassic cretaceous mesazoic science unless can a silly jez kemp jezkemp beyond the scene fanart jeongguk v jung hobi bangtansonyeondan bangtanboys army courteeners old trafford tour merch band
how come notion cavorting acrylic lucifers dreams push no one will ever replace us summer lose control sycophant bide time fallowfield hillbilly take over world small bones 17th please dont look back anger modern here young men not nineteen forever what took so long manchester manc bee worker limited edition
designedbyoli oasis liam gallagher pyro flares lgx noel every single of yers alice wonderland quote hipster second is cheshire white rabbit red queen fandom clocks pocketwatch infinity beautiful inspirational fox hound coonhound dogs doglover doglovers doggo pupper doge foxy friend friends friendship puppy 80s tod
toby copper childhood adult adulthood grow up growing bff bffs drama sad together animals wild my cartoon movie geekydog child children hunter best necklace nostalgia girlfriends boyfriends broken heart yellow happy rebekah peluszak greeting hand drawn cards that say stuff day hello see separated distance just
because frankenberg typoworks 2016 connecticut usa nee fount life raised lifelong people man face antique head words mind dictionary psychology phrenology mixed medium harry styles direction hs1 hes titled sott sign times meet me hallway mmith carolina two ghosts sweet creature only angel kiwi hard liquor bit
intellect since new york esny woman flower feast floral howls like beast ftdt from dining table choose rose all logo embroidered women smarter treat kindness kneebar toe hold heel hook calf slicer straight ankle lock jiu jitsu brazilian bjj japan japanese kanji brazil brasil armbar triangle belt mma martial arts
wrestling gr grappling grou
Tales from the Gas Station: Volume Three
One T. Rex Over Easy
The Triangular Universe
The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
Kingdom Come
A Dark Organized Crime Thriller

An American bioengineering research firm erects a theme park on a Caribbean island, complete with living dinosaurs, and invites a group of scientists to be its first terrified guests.
Celebrate the epic journey of the LEGO® minifigure. Enter the world of minifigures with this fully updated edition. The first minifigure was created in 1978, and today the entire minifigure population could circle the globe more than five times! Starring more than 2,000 of the most popular and rarest minifigures from the LEGO® Minifigure Series
and themes including LEGO® NINJAGO®, THE LEGO® MOVIETM, LEGO® Star WarsTM, LEGO® City, LEGO® Harry PotterTM, and many more. From astronauts and vampires to Super Heroes and movie characters, feast your eyes on the most awesome minifigures of every decade! ©2020 The LEGO Group.
“Reavis Z. Wortham is the real thing: a literary voice that’s delivered with a warm and knowing Texas twang.”—C.J. Box Border patrol agents are being ambushed along the Big Bend region of West Texas, a notorious drug corridor running east and west across the Lone Star State. They’re not the only targets. A film production depicting human
trafficking in the area has been attacked by a brutal drug cartel. Into this lawless frontier steps Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke, ready and willing to dispense his own brand of justice. It’s an all-out war with the thinnest line separating the good from the bad. Sonny knows the only way out is to aim straight and stand your ground . . . “There’s a
term we use in the west, the genuine article, and those words fit Reavis Z. Wortham to a Texas T.”—Craig Johnson “A masterful and entertaining storyteller.” —Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine Visit us at www.kensingtonbooks.com
T-Rex Mighty Roar Tag Book
Coloring Book and Poster Collection
A Longmire Mystery
The Dinosaur Lords
Mafia Kingpin Part 2
Unstoppable
Little Dinos Don't Bite
A collection of jokes, knock-knocks, and riddles about dinosaurs.
When a little boy is told "no" one too many times, his tantrum transforms him into a giant dragon bent on destruction, but luckily even angry dragons calm down eventually.
"A world made by the Eight Creators on which to play out their games of passion and power, Paradise is a sprawling, diverse, often brutal place. Men and women live on Paradise as do dogs, cats, ferrets, goats, and horses. But dinosaurs predominate: wildlife, monsters, beasts of burden--and of war"--Amazon.com.
Little Dino learns that he should not bite--except for food, of course.
Kids Self Help Workbook with Tips, Tricks, Ways to Be Happy and 70+ Large Coloring Pages
Childhood Memories Be Yourself Cartoons
My First Jigsaw Book
Jurassic Park
A Stress Relieving Coloring Book about Feeling AnGRRRy and How to Deal with It Positively
The Angry TRex: Color Me Calm Kids Coloring Activity Book to Relieve Anger, Stress and Anxiety

Dinosaur coloring book for boys, girls, kids, adults and anyone who loves dinosaurs. Featuring full page drawings of all of the most popular types of dinosaur in realistic settings.
Friendship Club is a collection of true to life stories for young children between the ages 5 and 8. Children will see how kids their age, learn lessons through everyday events. Join the fun and discover the true meaning of being a good friend, how to play fair, how to include others, and so much more. Included with each story is a relevant Bible
verse to memorize and questions to think about.
The Friendship Club
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